American Helicopter Society
South Florida Chapter
Invites you to

FlightSafety international

Wednesday, March 20, 2013

“At FlightSafety, the world’s leading aviation training company, we deliver more than a million hours of professional instruction each year, training more pilots than any other company and always to the highest standards. Thousands of pilots train to proficiency with us at 40 Learning Centers in the United States, Canada, France and the United Kingdom. We train pilots for all aircraft types – fixed-wing, rotorcraft and tilt-rotor. To accomplish our training mission, we operate the world’s largest fleet of full flight simulators, most of which are qualified to FAA Level D or the equivalent. We design and manufacture our simulators – the most advanced on the market today – and develop the comprehensive software to run them.”

Agenda
6:00-6:30pm: AHS member meeting & dinner
6:30-8:30pm: Tours and Simulator Time
➢ Tour of FSI Facility
➢ Tour of the Trauma Hawk Facility
➢ S-92A Flight Simulator

Cost: $5 for everyone
(Price includes food and tour)

Location: Flight Safety International at PBI
3887 Southern Blvd
West Palm Beach, FL 33406

Please RSVP:
SouthFloridaAHS@Gmail.com